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1. Overview of the Almanac

2. How do we choose the IPEDS and other data we run in the States section?

3. How do we find the data?

4. What are our planning and production processes?

5. How do we expect readers to use the information?

6. How might we expect the section to change?
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Part 1
Overview

Cover of 
the 31st annual issue 

of Almanac



States section of the 2018 Almanac, in print 



States section of the 2018 Almanac, online 



1988-2018



Part 2 
Choosing the States data

1. Tradition

2. Avoiding redundancy with other data in the Almanac

3. Adding new data as they become available



1995 Almanac

What we’ve kept in States
• State demographic data
• Projections of high-school graduates
• Faculty pay
• Enrollment
• Degrees
• Test scores
• Tuition and other financial data
• AAUP and NCAA penalties

What we’ve dropped
• State summaries
• Miscellany
• State political leadership
• Top-paid chief executive’s salary
• Top endowment
• Top fund raisers
• Graduation rates at NCAA Division 1 

colleges
• Higher-education expenditures
• Illustrations



2018 Almanac

Why we run much of the same 
information
• Readers expect to find the same data
• Readers like to compare data year to 

year
• Some people collect Almanacs for 

years

What we’ve added
• More detail on diversity in enrollment
• Graduation rates by race
• Largest institutions in each state

What we will add this year
• Color

What we’ll drop
• Some of the detail on research-and-

development funds



Part 3
Finding the States data

More than 30 separate tables make up the States section.

Sources:

1. IPEDS data from the U.S. Department of Education (faculty pay, graduation rates, diversity, 
tuition and fees, and much more)

2. Census Bureau’s American Community Survey (demographics)
3. Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (projected change in high-school 

graduates)
4. ACT and College Board (test scores)
5. Center for the Study of Education Policy at Illinois State University and the State Higher 

Education Executive Officers (state funds for operating expenses)
6. National Association of State Student Grant and Aid Programs (state student aid)
7. National Science Foundation (research funds)
8. American Association of University Professors (sanctions)
9. National Collegiate Athletic Association (probation) 



Links are on our online States data page,
under the table

https://www.chronicle.com/interactives/almanac-2018



Links are also 
on our Sources & Notes page 

in print.



Example of a useful source: The Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education 
has great visualizations projecting the number

of high-school graduates to 2032.
See https://knocking.wiche.edu/nation-region-profile/



Part 4
Planning and production

1. We decide what we will run each year based on what has worked in the past.
2. We do the print States section first.
3. Editors double-check all the data against original data by ticking off figures.
4. Designers lay out the pages for print.
5. Tyler and Brian O’Leary, our interactive news editor, export the States data to 

execute the online version of the table. 
6. Ruth and copy editors review the final data online and in print, double-checking 

them against the original data, and offering any corrections.



Before 2013, we used FileMaker to export data.



We list all the tables that make up the States section in a Google Doc.



Producing States Data

1. We use a set of Python scripts to prepare and export States data to print and web.
2. The States section depends on data from non-IPEDS sources as well as IPEDS.
3. The IPEDS data are fairly straightforward, as we keep a set of internal IPEDS 

databases dating back to the 1990s. 



Updating Sources

1. The export process is fairly automated — sources and queries are the only things 
that need to be updated annually. 

2. Generally this involves updating any URLs to our non-IPEDS sources.
3. Any data we cannot download via Python needs to be requested and the paths to 

the files need to be updated in our scripts (ACT, SAT, Census).
4. IPEDS queries need to be updated to use the correct academic year’s data.



Exporting States Data to Print

1. Once the sources are updated, the scripts can be run and will export the data to a 
text file that can be imported into InDesign to render the print States section. 

2. The page previews first go out to editors, and I make any programmatic changes 
that need to be resolved on the text file itself before the page goes to designers. 

3. This file contains all the styles and structure the print page needs, so the designer 
can focus on details and other fixes that need to be made. 

4. The file is similar to HTML or XML in structure, and the text file itself is very ugly.



Exporting States Data to Web

1. For the web, we must first export the year’s IPEDS data to a table - this is usually a 
massive query with many joins across several IPEDS tables that yields all the fields 
we discuss in States.

2. Our scripts already exported the non-IPEDS data to a table, so all that is left is to 
join the IPEDS data to the non-IPEDS data and to ensure the final table’s structure 
closely matches the structure of the table we use last year. 

3. Below is a sample of the table that powers our online Compare the States section.
4. The table itself has more than 100 fields.



Previously, we 
ran a table for 

each state 
online, with a 
comparison to 

the national 
total.



In 2012, we also 
ran one 

comparative table 
with just nine 
measures of 

comparison. Our 
current States 

interactive table 
has 85 data 
points that 
readers can 
compare.



In 2017, we did the first extensive sortable comparison table on the web, but we had 
only five categories of data instead of the nine we had in 2018 .



Part 5
How readers use the States data

1. College presidents bring the Almanac to state legislators to show how their state is 
falling behind others.

2. College officials compare their states to other states.

3. Professors see how pay in their state compares with other states and perhaps think 
about moving to other states, or staying where they are and asking for higher pay.

4. College officials and student reporters see how they are doing on various measures like 
diversity and graduation rates. They may cite these figures as they seek grants to 
improve on those measures.

5. College officials worry about an anticipated decline in enrollment and make 
predictions and develop strategies. Could they be keeping more students in state? 
Could they be serving poorer students better?

6. College consultants figure out which colleges might be in trouble and offer their 
services to help.



Data from a 2018 Almanac survey suggest who our readers are.



Survey takers valued the States data.



An assistant vice president 
for institutional research at Stony Brook University

is one loyal reader.



A senior policy analyst 
from the Education 

Trust used our data to 
look at racial inequities 
in graduation rates by 

state.



Her thread continues, 
calling out states that 
have huge graduation-

rate gaps for black 
students.



“For people of color in 
America,” she writes, 
“the system is broken 

more often than it 
works. Grad rates are 

one small part of that.”



Her analysis ended 
with a link to our 

Compare the States 
table.



More opportunities for comparisons



Generating articles 
from States data

In 2017, our reporter, 
Peter Olsen-Phillips 

looked at two states with 
poverty rates of around 
16 percent, Florida and 

South Carolina, and how 
they approach access. 
Florida keeps tuition 

relatively low and pays 
out a higher proportion of 
need-based aid to merit 
aid than South Carolina 

does.



In 2018, we investigated two data points, on student migration to 
and from New Jersey.



That examination resulted in this article that opened the States section in 2018.



Part 6
What’s ahead for the States section? 

1. We will continue to be responsive to reader interest.

2. We will always seek newer and more interesting data, keeping our eye, especially, 
on outcomes data that may become available.

3. We will introduce color in print. This will allow us to have more charts in the first 
sections of the issue.

4. We will always keep in mind our goal of shedding light on the higher-education 
picture in each state and helping college officials plan for the future.
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